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The Carnegie Building was built in 1899 as a Physics Laboratory. It was
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Dundee is now celebrated internationally for its innovation and discovery in medicine and dentistry from the past to the present.

Pharmaceutical Special Service

This new facility manufactures medicines when traditional licensed manufacturers don’t meet the specific needs of patients. These include medicines that have unusual difficulties in manufacture or to particular ingredients, and specialised medicines for vulnerable patient groups.

Jacqui Wood Cancer Centre

Jacqui Wood was Chair of the Norman scroll Cancer Campaign from its foundation in 1991 until her own death from the disease in 2011. She worked tirelessly to raise awareness and to fund research that could improve the treatment of people with lung cancer.

Clinical Research Centre

Opened in 2007, the Clinical Research Centre is at the heart of clinical activity, featuring key research areas such as cancer and cardiovascular disease. The centre has also become renowned internationally for its work in diabetes research, conducting large-scale population studies and using the data to inform medicine development.

TORT Centre

TORT (Tayagli Orthopaedic and Rehabilitation Technology) is bigger than life in the past and present. The TORT Centre within TORT Centre provides the latest research for orthopaedic and rehabilitation technology.

TORT Centre

TORT stands for Tayagli Orthopaedic and Rehabilitation Technology. It brings life in the past and present in a rehabilitation centre within TORT Centre brings life in the past and present in a rehabilitation centre. It provides the latest research for orthopaedic and rehabilitation technology.

Kirsty Sample Way

Kirsty Sample was a UK leader in Scotland from 1953 to 1981. She set up a Tayagel Breast Care and Mastectomy Group in 1976, and also helped to set up Tayagel Breast Care and Mastectomy Group in 1979. She is known for her leadership in the development of breast care, and for her commitment to improving the care of women with breast cancer.

Wilson House

The building on the end of Wilson Street is home to the Institute for Medical Science & Technology, which brings together experts in biomedical and clinical sciences, and is home to some of the most advanced research in the world. The building is named after the University of Dundee, which was founded in 1821.
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